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UV Thin Film sterilization Systems (For liquid) 

 

   As the public pays more attention to food safety 

while being able to obtain more original natural 

nutrition of food, our company newly developed a 

suitable temperature type ultraviolet sterilizer Thin 

Film sterilization, this equipment can maintain the 

original taste and nutrition of food while reducing 

damage Microorganisms harmful to the human body. 

Traditionally, high temperature sterilization is used 

to keep food fresh, but high temperature 

sterilization consumes a lot of fuel. If the boiler is 

used for heating, it will cause air pollution and 

environmental hazards. 
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THINFILM uv disinfection EQUIPMENT 

The temperature-appropriate ultraviolet sterilizer is 

a new type of sterilization process. 

Features:  

1. The principle of this equipment is to pasteurize and the company's uniquely designed ultraviolet Thin Film 

sterilization method Combine to improve the efficiency of sterilization treatment. 

2. It can be sterilized continuously. 

3. The temperature is about 60 degrees C, so there is no need to burn fuel to reduce air pollution emissions.  

Since carbon reduction is the goal of the global environmental protection joint efforts, reducing the use of  

fuel is the performance of loving the earth. 

4. Liquid type foods such as juice and milk can easily destroy the original nutrition and taste if high 

temperature sterilization is adopted. This equipment(UCPASS UV) can reduce this problem. 

5. The traditional ultraviolet sterilization method will be affected by the perspective (UVC penetration rate) of 

the liquid. We especially use a special film sterilization method to solve this problem.  

Therefore, this equipment is suitable for all chicken essence, juice, dairy products, sugar liquid, egg whites or 

home-processed unique flavor beverages. Because it uses a lower temperature, the processed product has a 

more special flavor. 
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1. Sugar liquid, Alcohol, Beer, chicken essence, juice, dairy products, egg whites 

or home-processed unique flavor beverages for food  

2. Low UVC penetration rate Liquid , water and wastewater. 

 

Drinking natural raw juice directly is the best way to 

obtain its nutrition, but the bacterial problem is It 

will bother us, get nutrition but be harmed by 

bacteria. This is something we don’t like to see.  

Recently America Promulgated a new HACCP 

specification for food and drug sterilization, which 

clearly requires fruit juice processing 

The industry should use ultraviolet light plus 

pasteurization for treatment (please refer to the 

attachment; published by the Ministry of Health and 

Welfare- 

 

 

 

 

Drug and Food Newsletter Issue 280: Control of Hazards in 

Juice Safety) 

THIN FILM DISINFECTION OPERATION On Site 

 

 

  Applications:                      

    

 

 

光擊應用企業社 

LIGHTSTRIE APPLICATION Empire Com.             

Mailing Address: Xizi area Changjuang St. No.286-5, 

Taipei, Taiwan 

TEL: +886-2-87523634      FAX: +886-2-89266027           

http://www.lightstrike.url.tw  E-mail: lstrike001@gmail.com 
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